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Social data reveals the unexpected
Every day, consumers share their opinions and experiences with other consumers – and brands. Smart brands take the data these
conversations reveal and use it to learn more: more about what consumers think of their products, what’s important to them, and
how they want to interact.
With unique access to a truly massive amount of consumer conversations, the data accumulates quickly—and it doesn’t stop.
At Bazaarvoice, we turn this data into specific insights to help brands put consumers at the heart of their businesses.
This is our third edition of The Conversation Index; you can find previous editions at TheConversationIndex.com. In this edition,
we dig into some new territory: What influences your customers? And how should what you learn about them influence the
decisions your brand makes?
Let’s dive in,

Erin Nelson (@erinclaire)
Chief Marketing Officer, Bazaarvoice

Key takeaways
In-store shoppers still want to engage in social. Among brands who ask, “Where did you buy?” half of consumers who give
online feedback bought the product in a store versus online. Extend your brand’s social footprint beyond browsers and smart
phones – reach them while they shop in your stores.
It’s 10 pm. Do you know where your staff is? Half of all mobile browsing and buying takes place after normal business hours.
Don’t miss out on the opportunity to be there when your customers want to interact with your brand. Being fully engaged in
social isn’t a 9-to-5 job.
Facebook visitors choose engagement over shopping. Visitors from Facebook to your site may convert less, so don’t focus
all your energy on making your Facebook page purely transactional. These users are looking for inherently social, content-rich
experiences, so posting link after link to your own products won’t work either. Instead, lead them to engaging experiences, either
on your Facebook page or on your website. Offsite social may not be your direct link to conversion, but it’s great for facilitating the
conversations and awareness that create loyalty.
Consumers are telling you – right now – what to change. Even positive reviews about a product can contain suggestions that will
help improve products, expand the product mix, or tell you how to make them resonate better with customers. Specific types of
words in user-generated content signal product suggestions that can unlock innovation.
Onsite searches include must-use clues. Once consumers are on your site, what do they search for in consumer-generated Q&A?
Not only can the questions and answers help guide product marketing content, but the search terms shoppers use can indicate
what’s most important for optimizing site architecture and navigation.
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In-store shoppers
still want to engage
in social
If you’re still thinking about the shopping experience in terms
of in-store versus online, think again. We looked at online and
in-store shoppers, and found that in-store purchasers are just as
likely to contribute online feedback – user-generated content
is split 50-50 between the two groups.
Younger in-store shoppers speak up
Most customer feedback – whether a purchase is made
online or in a store – comes from purchasers in the 35 to 65
age range. However, in-store buyers aged 19 to 24 are more
likely to go online to give their feedback for the products they
purchase. In fact, the older the in-store shopper, the less likely
he or she is to leave product feedback online.
In-store shoppers have less love for their purchases
Across the board, data shows that in-store shoppers are less
satisfied with the products they purchase in stores, compared
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to those who buy online. And purchasers aged 55 and older
were much more satisfied with their online purchases versus
those who make their purchases in store.
The data debunks the myth that older consumers are less
comfortable with online buying – young consumers aren’t
the only ones loving the convenience of shopping online.
There seems to be some truth to the stereotype that women
enjoy their shopping trips more than men. Whether they
buy in-store or online, men and women are just as likely to
give online feedback about the products they purchase. But
women who buy in-store are more likely to be happy with
their purchases. Women who buy something in a store rate
it four to five stars (out of five) 87% of the time. Men who
make a purchase in a store only assign four or five stars to
products 80% of the time. Research underscores that men
find online shopping an effective way to avoid the hassle
of in-store shopping.1
Many factors could drive these phenomena. Perhaps online
purchasers have more access to research, feedback from
other consumers, and more product options online, so
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Across the board, data shows that in-store shoppers are less satisfied with
the products they purchase there, compared to those who buy online.
Purchasers aged 55 and older are much more satisfied with their online
purchases versus those who make their purchases in a store.
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they simply make better choices. Or maybe the in-store
experience sullies product satisfaction. In fact, 70% of
shoppers use their smartphones while shopping in the
store2, a clear indication that in-person sales reps don’t
give shoppers all the information they need.

Bring the best of online into the store: Conversely,
bring the best of your online shopping experience into your
physical store. Online shoppers love access to easy research,
consumer opinions, and product comparisons, so look for
ways to pull these into the store in intuitive ways.

Get social with in-store shoppers: Only 45% of the instore buyers received an email asking them to review their
purchases, versus 80% of online shoppers. Don’t assume
the in-store shopper doesn’t want to engage with other
shoppers and your brand about the things they buy.

Consumer-focused mobile applications, user-generated
content-infused product labeling, and in-store kiosks can
bridge the info gap, and make in-store shoppers just as
satisfied as online buyers. What if shoppers could see an
augmented reality overlay of related social content by
holding their smart phones up to products on your shelves?
Or be guided by onscreen navigation to the highest-rated
products in each aisle? Simply offering free WiFi can help.
The possibilities are endless – and exciting.

Bridge the gap between the store and the Web, because
the line between these channels continues to blur. Get
in-store shoppers’ email addresses, post signage inviting
them to give feedback, and train in-store personnel to let
shoppers know that sharing their experiences can help other
customers. Integrate your in-store and online customer data
to create a singular view of the customer, and keep
the conversation going long after they have gone home.
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It’s 10 pm.
Do you know where
your staff is?
An obvious advantage of online shopping is the always-on
access it provides consumers. Analysis shows that consumers
shop via mobile in the evening. In fact, in after-work hours,
mobile visits map to non-mobile visits almost one to one.
And iPad rules the night – from midnight to 5 am, the
plurality of shoppers are using iPads, surpassing nonmobile, other tablet, and mobile usage during these hours.
iPad users also spend more time on sites than other visitors,
averaging five minutes overall. This is three percent more time
than computer users (4:50 onsite) and nearly 16% more time
than other tablet and mobile users (4:19 onsite).
iPad use continues to grow rapidly, and these users spend the
most time on your site. There’s no doubt – tablets aren’t just
hot – they’re here to stay, and shoppers love them.
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Consumer engagement is a 24/7 job: Social expert and
author Dan Zarella found that articles posted online during
the weekend are more likely to be shared on Facebook3, so
stay engaged every day. Look at your own site traffic by time
of day, and focus on when conversion occurs. Are customer
support, chat, and other services available to these shoppers?
Are tweets and Facebook posts left unanswered overnight?
You wouldn’t dream of opening a physical store without
having knowledgeable people there to help customers;
keep it consistent online.
Optimize for iPad and mobile to engage and convert
nighttime shoppers: Think about your consumer – he
or she is no longer at the household desktop computer
after dinner. She’s watching TV, running from one activity
to another, or doing some shopping right before bedtime.
If you don’t have an easy-to-use, robust mobile and tablet
experience – including optimization for the iPad – you’re
missing out on half of your after-hours sales. Make it easy to
research, buy, and contribute no matter how and when your
customers shop.

Visits from mobile devices
iPad
Consumers shop via mobile in the evening.
In fact, in after-work hours, mobile visits map
to non-mobile almost one to one. And iPad
rules the night.
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Channel conversion and value
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While visits to a brand’s site directly
from social sites still make up less than
one percent of total site traffic, they
continue to grow dramatically. Shoppers
who come to a site from Twitter, spend
significantly more than shoppers from
any other source.
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Source: “Online Consumer Report.” RichRelevance, September 2011

Facebook visitors
choose engagement
over shopping
Every brand wants to understand the value of Facebook,
specifically in regards to sales conversions. Can a Facebook
page really be monetized? We took a look into behaviors of
consumers who submit product feedback via a brand’s site
and compared it to how consumers behave when they
give feedback via Facebook. Consumers that contribute
on a brand’s site write differently than those who give
feedback via Facebook.
Facebook-friendly consumers are succinct
Overall, consumers who contribute online product
feedback on a brand’s site contribute more content than
those who submit reviews via Facebook. Opinions shared
on a brand’s site are, on average, 48% longer than those
written via Facebook.

More content means more unique, search-friendly
keywords for a brand’s site – onsite contributors add 12
times as many unique keywords as those who review
products via Facebook.
Friends share their best-rated products
Product opinions that are contributed on a brand’s site
and shared to Facebook have a five percent higher rating,
on average, compared to those that are not shared. The
average rating of a Facebook-shared product review is 4.5
out of five stars. The average rating of all products reviewed
on a site is 4.3 stars out of five.
Twitter users spend more
Visits to a brand’s site directly from Facebook still make up
less than one percent of the total site traffic, though traffic
from Facebook and Twitter has grown dramatically over
the past twelve months. And these social visitors are actually
up to 60% less likely to buy, indicating that those who
arrive via social channels are at earlier stages in the
decision process.
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But those who come to a site from social networks and make
a purchase actually spend more money than shoppers who
come to a site via Google. Shoppers from Twitter have the
highest average order value – $121.33 – of all shoppers who
visit directly from Facebook, Twitter, and Google. Twitter
users spend 18% more than Facebook users, on average.
Blur the line: Social users enjoy social features, so design
them into your site instead of trying to maintain different
shopping and social experiences. Feature external social
content on your site through social curation. Make it easy
for visitors to post and share without leaving your site,
and to log in to site features with their social credentials.
Understand that many visitors to your Facebook page will
never visit your site, so make sure to create value for
those that stay put.
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Product opinions that are contributed
on a brand’s site and shared to
Facebook have a five percent higher
rating, on average, compared to those
that are not shared.
17

Consumers are telling
you what to change,
right now
Keller Fay research5 has shown that consumers contribute
their opinions, for the most part, out of altruism – both for
other consumers and for brands, to improve products.
Customers that contribute product feedback give rich,
first-person opinions that present a goldmine to brands.
Our analysis reveals that 20% of all four-star (out of
five) reviews – very positive reviews – include product
improvement suggestions.
One way to cull out product suggestions is to look at pivot
language within user-generated content. Pivot language
describes a word or phrase that marks a transition in tone
or sentiment, especially when discussing the features or
aspects of a product.
We analyzed more than six million pieces of user-generated
content to quantify the amazing frequency of this highly-
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actionable feedback. The most common pivot words are
“however,” “wish,” and “although.”
Examples include:
• However (“I liked this TV, however, it has
a few problems.”)
• Wish (“Good stuff, but I wish there were
more options.”)
• Only problem (“Overall this resort was
great, the only problem was…”)
• Although (“Nice jacket, although it
could use…”)
• If only (“I’d give this five stars if only they
had fixed the…”)
Not all suggestions signal problems
Pivot language signals several distinct types of issues around
products. The biggest category of suggestions includes
what we call Color/Style/Size/Wish, comprising 42.5%
of all product suggestions. These indicate wishes from
the customer which don’t indicate an actual problem with
the product, such as, “I wish these boots were available in
brown.” In fact, these offer the biggest opportunities for

Reviews with product suggestions

PERCENT OF STARRED PRODUCT
REVIEWS WITH PRODUCT SUGGESTIONS

18.15%
16.27%

12%

OF ALL REVIEWS
INCLUDE PRODUCT
SUGGESTIONS

19.95%
20.03%
7.26%

One-fifth of all four-star
product reviews – very
positive reviews – include
comments from consumers
who want to help brands
turn four-star products
into five-star products.

brands; analyzing this data gives great insights into
how to expand or enhance a product line, even if it’s
already successful.
The second largest category of product suggestions,
which we call Improvement, comprises 37% of all such
suggestions. These are generally seen in three- or four-star
reviews, and usually indicate that the product is good, but
offer suggestions for how to make the product better.
Almost 15% of suggestions point to real deficiencies or
shortcomings. These comments give direct, first-person
feedback about using a product and having negative issues
with it, and are the most valuable type of feedback to
product development teams.
Eighty percent of all product suggestions are constructive, in
that they add value by outlining specific improvements and
fully describe problems.
Actively request input and feedback: Take every
opportunity to ask consumers for feedback, specifically at
the product level. Acknowledge their feedback, thank them
for it, and let them know when you make changes based on
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their input. When consumers know brands take action based
on their feedback, it builds trust and loyalty.
Design feedback discovery and action into business
processes: User-generated content gives brands, for the
first time ever, direct insights into the experiences consumers
have with their products. Mine for pivot language routinely,
and distribute the results to product teams regularly to
improve development and decrease time to market. Most
important, use pivot language and average ratings to quickly
uncover potential issues with new products upon launch.
Know when to escalate: Problems that are found
quickly can be resolved quickly. With an average of 14.5%
of suggestions pointing out real flaws, figure out how to
escalate these types of issues for rapid response.
Develop scalable systems to notify contributors when their
feedback has been implemented. It’s hard to imagine a
better way to earn loyalty than to bake their suggestions
into the products you create and sell.

Types of product suggestions
2.5%

1.0%

Stock

Old version

Calls for more in stock
or “keep ‘em coming”

Wishing for a
previous version

2.5%

42.5%

Comparison

Color/Style/
Size/Wish

Comparing product
to other similar ones

SUGGESTIONS

14.5%
Problem
Fundamental issue;
quits working;
intrinsic improvement

Changes in color,
sizing, styling, etc.
(e.g. external, not
intrinsic to the product)

37.0%
Improvement
Anything that can improve
the product experience;
“product is good, but X
could make it even better”

Top 10 search keywords by product category (tablets & TVs)
Once they arrive on a site, shoppers seek consumer input about
specific features. Tablet shoppers look for other consumers’
answers about the camera and compatibility with specific
applications. TV shoppers want consumers’ perspectives
on how difficult it is to hang the TV on the wall.

TOP KEYWORDS FOR THE
TABLET PRODUCT CATEGORY
1. Camera included in 6%

of all consumer-generated
Q&A searches

6. Wifi

2. Tablet

7. Download

3. Netflix

8. Play

4. Skype

9. Angry Birds

5. Apps

10. Games

TOP KEYWORDS FOR THE TV PRODUCT CATEGORY
1. Wall included in 5%

6. Remote

2. Warranty

7. Stand

3. Mount

8. Computer

4. Internet

9. HDMI

5. Cable

10. Work

of all Q&A searches

Onsite searches
include must-use clues
User-generated content goes beyond product reviews.
Many sites also offer shoppers the ability to ask and answer
product- or category-based questions to other shoppers
and brand representatives. We analyzed search terms within
community Q&A and found a wide disconnect between
the information shoppers are looking for and the information
contained in most product descriptions. This analysis
focused on three product categories: tablets, TVs,
and jewelry.
Tablet shoppers desire feature-rich information
Tablet-related Google searches tend to be brand-level.
But once shoppers arrive on a site, they get more granular
by searching for specific features and product capabilities.
They’re looking for that last gap of information that will
help them pull the trigger and buy.

The largest concentration of tablet-related community Q&A
searches seek information about the cameras within these
devices, followed by Netflix support. So tablet vendors
would do well to list more specific information about
cameras and their compatibility with popular applications
up front. Also in the top 10 searches? Angry Birds, which
garnered 6.5M downloads on Christmas Day alone in 2011.6
Shoppers want to make sure they can play this popular game
on their new tablet before they buy it.
TV shoppers’ searches reveal need for details
As we saw with tablets, most TV-related Google searches
include brand names, while on-site community Q&A
searches dig into the details and practicalities around
owning specific new televisions.
Five percent of searches in community Q&A center on
how to affix the television to the wall. While “wall mounting”
may be listed in product features, this could indicate that
shoppers want to know the real-world process for hanging
a TV. The opportunity here is for product descriptions
to include information normally only found in
instruction manuals.
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Community searches match search language
to user-generated language
Another key finding is that search terms are often misspelled,
which we saw in our analysis of jewelry Q&A. While you may
never misspell key product terms on your site, visitors will.
And sometimes the only way they’ll find what they’re looking
for – without using a dictionary – will be within the (also
misspelled) contributions of other users. This underscores
another value of user-generated content: searchers and
contributors speak the same language, and it’s not always
perfectly spelled.
Let consumer questions influence product
descriptions: If one person has a question about a product,
it’s likely that others have the same question. First, answer
the question via the community, then – if you’re seeing
related patterns in search and question analysis – update
product descriptions accordingly. If consumers have howto questions, consider adding videos and step-by-step
instructions, alleviating all stress from shoppers. Fill these
gaps in information as early – and as often – as possible, to
turn shoppers into buyers.
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Never edit user-generated content: While we all love
seeing our brand and product names spelled correctly
every time – imagine how often “Bazaarvoice” is misspelled
– resist the temptation to correct such issues found in
user-generated content on your site. Shoppers don’t expect
contributed content to be perfect – and if it’s deemed “too”
perfect, it may not ring true.

The methodology behind
The Conversation
Index Volume 3
Bazaarvoice powers online consumer and brand
conversations on hundreds of our clients’ sites, including
many of the world’s largest brands. We have served more
than 310 billion impressions of user-generated content
globally across 210 countries and 24 languages – including
first-person consumer opinions, feedback, experiences,
and Q&A. From this massive pool of global social data, our
in-house analyst team – which specializes in turning data
into actionable insights – extracts select findings, which we
highlight in this report.
We based our findings on a sample of 11+ million pieces of
user-generated content generated by contributors on our
clients’ sites during the past three to six months. These data
points include consumer-contributed content from around
the world.
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Want more?
We hope The Conversation Index spurs your curiosity
and provokes action. What are your own consumers saying
about your brand? This is a call to dig deep into what your
consumers really want. They are telling you – and the world –
exactly what they want, right now.
Bazaarvoice helps the world’s best brands capture,
analyze, and – most importantly – act on social data.
Putting customers at the heart of your brand lets you
efficiently and effectively serve and market to them,
and lets you focus innovation precisely on what’s
most important to real consumers.
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Bazaarvoice helps brands replace guesswork with precise,
always-on consumer insights about their products, services,
and the consumers themselves. The result? These customercentric brands create products their customers crave,
provide service based on what customers really want, and
deliver targeted marketing messages that drive real sales.
When brands listen to and act on what matters most to the
people who matter most – their customers – they enjoy a
real competitive advantage.
Visit TheConversationIndex.com for insights
from past and future volumes.
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Contact us
Contact us to see how we help brands gain invaluable consumer and product insights
by putting consumer conversations at the heart of their organizations.

United States:
United Kingdom:

(866) 522-9227

bazaarvoice.com

+44 (0) 208.080.1100
bazaarvoice.co.uk

France:

+33 1 56 60 54 45

Germany:

+49.89.24218508

Netherlands:
Australia / Asia-Pacific:
Sweden:

bazaarvoice.fr

bazaarvoice.de

+31.20.301.2169
+61.2.9362.2200
+46.8.463.1083

About Bazaarvoice
Bazaarvoice is a leading provider of social commerce solutions that help clients capture, display, and analyze online word of
mouth, including consumer-generated reviews, ratings, questions, answers, stories, recommendations, photographs, videos,
and other content about clients’ brands, products, and services. Bazaarvoice helps clients place consumers at the center of
their business strategies by helping consumers generate and share sentiment, preferences, and other content about brands,
products, and services. Through Bazaarvoice’s technology platform, clients use online word of mouth to increase sales, acquire
new customers, improve marketing effectiveness, enhance consumer engagement across channels, increase success of new
product launches, improve existing products and services, effectively scale customer support, and decrease product returns.
For more information and access to client success stories, visit bazaarvoice.com, read the blog at bazaarvoice.com/blog,
and follow @Bazaarvoice on Twitter.
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TURN DATA
INTO DOING

